
NAIFC Qualifier Tournament Rules 

Acceptable Waters:  same as general tournament 

 

1.   Participants may fish with or without a portable fish house. No hard side/wheel houses. UNTIL the 7:00 
AM start-time all portable fish houses set up must be kept open, participants plainly visible, with no lines in 
water. After the 7:00 AM start time participants may enter and close-up portables.  I trust the adults will 
enforce this so no one starts early. 

2.   Team partners must stay within 100 feet (approximately 30 steps) from one another.  In other words, 
you stay with your partner. 

3.   Fish must be kept alive (not frozen) in a five-gallon bucket or similar container with water and without 
ice. No frozen fish. 

4.   Teams may not fish or perform fishing type activities (i.e., using electronics, camera or auger) closer than 
15 feet from another team.  In other words, mind your own business and don’t crowd a competitor or a local 
who is just out minding their own business. 

5.   Auger covers on blades are required while augers are mounted to machines or during travel. 

6.   Participants may drill as many holes as they wish. However, any open hole may be fished by any 
competitor as long as they maintain the 15-foot rule.  Hole Blocking is not allowed: Leaving a portable or 
other equipment next to a hole does not stop another fisherman from using that hole if you are over 15 feet 
away.  In other word, no one owns a hole.  If you drill it and don’t fish it, it’s fair game.   

When a participant drills a hole, that participant or team partner while staying in continuous motion is entitled 
to fish that hole before a competitor.  The drilling person gets first crack at the hole.   

Chaperones, parents or coaches may drill “the next hole”, but cannot ice troll.  Once a hole is drilled it must 
be fished before the adult can drill another.   

7.   All laws for Snowmobile/ATVs (registration, licensing, insurance, and helmet laws) must be observed at-
all-times. 

8.   All State fishing laws must be observed at all times. 

9.   All fish brought to the weigh-in must be caught on the day of the tournament, during tournament hours. 

10. Participants can fish with only one line at a time. A tip-up would count as a line.  So if you are doing this 
tournament, it’s one line. 

11. No third-party fishing during the event. Each team must fish on their own without assistance except 
medical.  Stated another way, you can’t have your buddies out scouting lakes and texting you where the hot 
spot is. 

12. All teams must travel and fish within the designated tournament boundary area. 

13. Adults, I will be relying on you to police and enforce the rules, to ensure competition is fair.  Be a grownup 
and don’t cheat .  I don’t anticipate many issues due to the expanse of waters fished, but let’s keep it fair. 

17. Teams must return to the official tournament weigh line by 2:00 pm with all fish sorted and ready to be 
weighed. A penalty of .5 (½) pound per minute; with a 5-minute maximum will be charged for being late 
across the time line. After 5 minutes the team is disqualified.  

18. This is a one-day, total weight tournament.  Designated species will be crappie, perch and bluegill, 16 
total with 8 of any species. If a team is over their total number of fish, they will be penalized in the following 
manner: The big fish they register at weigh-ins will be the fish that is culled from their total bag number. 
Example: A team comes to scale with 17 fish, when the total bag limit is only 16 fish. Their big fish will be 
removed to bring their count to the designated limit of 16 fish. That team will also be deducted the weight of 
their big fish from total weight. Example: The big fish weighed .75lbs. The bag limit weight after the corrected 
number of fish was 5.75lbs. Official weight is 5.00lbs. 

       No team can wave a rule or agree with another team to break a rule, both teams will be held guilty (i.e., 
letting a team fish closer than 15-feet because you know the team or did not want to say something). 


